Transverse cracking, i.e. matrix cracking in the off-axis plies of the laminate, is widely recognized as the first damage mode to appear in continuous fibre-reinforced composite laminates subjected to in-plane loading. Since transverse cracking has a great influence on the subsequent damage steps such as delaminations or oblique cracks, it is important to be able to predict its onset and growth accurately. In this paper, it is proposed to use a combination of the Coupled Criterion of 
Introduction
Failure of continuous fibre-reinforced composite laminates subjected to in-plane loading involves sequential accumulation of various type of damage. The first damage mode to appear is usually transverse cracking, i.e. matrix cracking in the off-axis plies of the laminate. Transverse cracking reduces the laminate stiffness and triggers development of other damage modes such as delaminations. It is therefore important to be able to predict accurately the onset and evolution of transverse cracking.
Transverse cracking in composite laminates has been the subject of extensive research, see reviews by Nairn (2000) , Berthelot (2003) , Kashtalyan and Soutis (2005) . Garrett and Bailey (1977) were arguably the first to propose to use maximum stress criterion for predicting the initiation of matrix cracking in cross-ply laminates. However, stress-based approaches do not agree well with experimental data which show that onset of matrix cracking strongly depends on the laminate structure. Subsequent developments in this direction involved using more sophisticated failure criteria, as well as taking into account the probabilistic and statistical nature of strength, see reviews by Silberschmidt (2005) and Singh (2016) .
Recognizing limitations of strength-based models, Parvizi et al (1978) proposed to use an energy criterion to predict the initiation of transverse cracking. According to this criterion, the first crack forms when the energy release rate associated with its formation exceeds some critical value. This critical value may be taken as Ic G , the Mode I transverse fracture toughness (Cepero et al, 2014) , or mc G , the microcracking fracture toughness (Nairn, 2000) . However, more research is required to confirm that mc G is a material property, independent of the laminate stacking sequence. Caslini et al (1987) suggested to use the energy release rate for predicting the development of transverse cracking. They predicted transverse crack density as a function of applied load, treating the total area of transverse cracks as continuous variable and deriving analytical expressions for the strain energy release rate and its derivative. Laws and Dvorak (1988) and Nairn (1989) recognized the discrete nature of transverse crack formation and estimated the energy released during the formation of a new transverse cracks between two existing transverse cracks, using a onedimensional shear-lag and a variational approach, respectively. Zhang, Fan and Soutis (1992b) proposed to use the resistance curve concept with the energy criterion in order to capture the experimental observation that it becomes more difficult for new transverse cracks to form as the transverse crack density increases.
In the last decades, Finite Fracture Mechanics (FFM) (Hashin, 1996) has emerged as a novel approach that aims to address the limitations of Classical Linear Fracture Mechanics which can only deal with the growth of pre-existing cracks (see review by Weiβgraeber et al. 2016) . The FFM concept assumes the instantaneous formation of cracks of finite size at initiation. Within the framework of FFM, Leguillon (2002) proposed a coupled stress and energy criterion to identify the critical loading and the corresponding crack size. As an application of this Coupled Criterion, first, initiation of transverse cracking in fibre-reinforced composites was investigated by Mantič (2009) and Mantič and García (2012) , who examined crack onset and growth at fibre/matrix interface under transverse tension and biaxial load, respectively, assuming dilute fibre packing so that the influence of neighbouring fibres can be neglected. Second, García et al. (2014) investigated transverse cracking onset and growth in cross-ply laminates under tension, focusing on formation of the very first crack within the 90 o ply and studying its growth within that ply. More recently, multiple cracking in cross-ply laminate using FFM and numerical modelling has been examined by Leguillon et al. (2017) and Li and Leguillon (2017) .
In this work, we extend Leguillon's Coupled Criterion of FFM (Leguillon, 2002) to multiple transverse cracking in composite laminates. The plies are assumed to be homogeneous, therefore the processes inherent to the heterogeneities at the micro scale (e.g. in Aerteiro et al. (2014) , Herráez et al. (2015) , Saito et al. (2014) , Távara et al (2017) ) are not introduced explicitly in this analysis. The objective of this work is the prediction of the evolution of crack density with the increasing external load. The relationship between the evolution of crack density and the external load is predicted by the combination of the Coupled Criterion and the Equivalent Constraint Model (ECM) (Kashtalyan and Soutis, 2000; 2006) . Thanks to the ECM, which provides analytical expressions for the energy released by the onset of a transverse crack in a damaged laminate and the stresses inside it, the applications of the Coupled Criterion can provide a semi-analytical expression relating the evolution of crack density and the external load. This paper describes in Sections 2 and 3 how the ECM is used to obtain closed-form expression for the stresses in the cracked laminate and its effective stiffness as a function of the crack density.
Based on this expressions, in Section 4 the conditions given by the stress and energy criteria for the crack density progression are presented. The main results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, a comparison with experiments is presented in Section 6. It is assumed that out-of-plane shear stresses vary linearly with 3
Stress analysis
x in each ply but in the outer 0 o layer this variation is restricted to the shear layer of thickness s h (Fig. 2) 
The interface shear stresses 
Equations (1)- (4) 
Solutions of these equations that satisfy boundary conditions, Eqn. (5) 
where 
The detailed derivation of the above equations can be found in Kashtalyan and Soutis (2000 , 2006 , 2013 , where a slightly different notation is used.
Effective stiffness of the cracked layer
Consider now an equivalent constraint laminate, in which the damaged layer is replaced with an equivalent homogeneous layer with degraded stiffness properties. The constitutive equations of the "equivalent" layer in the co-ordinate system
The macrostresses } { 
where s 2 is the crack spacing.
The equality between (Zhang, Fan and Soutis, 1992a) as 
Here the constants 
The extension stiffness matrix of the equivalent constraint laminate can be calculated as 90 90
which relates the laminate macrostresses (Fig. 3) may be viewed as a finite fracture event (Hashin, 1996) , which, in accordance with the Coupled Criterion (Leguillon, 2002) , can occur if both energy criterion and stress criterion are fulfilled. Assuming that new cracks will appear at the most loaded position, i.e. in the middle between two cracks (
), the previous condition can be specified as 
where the extension stiffness matrix of the equivalent constraint laminate A was defined in Eq.
(15).
Given that 
If the area of a single crack is 
Since the coupled criterion requires the comparison of the stress and the energy criterion it is useful to express the condition in (23) in the same terms used for the stress criterion in Eq. (19).
After some rearrangement the condition in (23) writes as,
where γ is a dimensionless brittleness number given by the following expression, 
Under the applied uniaxial strain 22 ε , Eq. (29) The present approach is in fact based on the assumption that the parameters used in the Coupled Criterion, as maximum stress value and released energy, are only weakly influenced by some irregularities in crack distribution. Actually, according to experimental observations at the beginning, for small crack densities, the crack distribution in real specimen may not be very regular, but for larger crack densities it becomes quite regular and the present approach could capture the real behavior accurately. Thus, we can expect that the predictions by the present approach will fit well the real growth of crack density variable for large values. However, for very small crack densities values, some differences, associated to a random and irregular location of cracks and to other statistical effects like scattering in strength within the lamina, can appear.
Results and discussion
The stress criterion, expressed in condition (19), is represented in Figure 4 for carbon/epoxy. In the context of the discrete formulation, this figure shows the relation between the normalized applied strain and the initial and final crack densities, assuming the crack density is doubled when the conditions for the damage progress are fulfilled. The material is carbon/epoxy, with properties listed in Table 1 , and t Y ε is the ultimate failure strain for transverse tension. For the continuous formulation the curve for the stress condition matches the curve for the discrete formulation which is function of the initial crack density. Observe that below a value of the applied strain no damage is expected because transverse stresses do not exceed the nominal unidirectional transverse strength of the lamina. Above a certain value the crack density grows with the applied strain. The energy criterion, expressed in Eqns. (25) and (32), is represented in Figure 5 . The two formulations of the energy criterion are examined. Brittleness number γ , introduced by Mantič (2009) into the framework of FFM and specified for this problem by Garcia et al (2014) , is a structural parameter that characterizes the transition from brittle to tough configurations by a suitable combination of stiffness, strength, fracture toughness and transverse layer thickness in a laminate. It can be viewed as a generalization to orthotropic materials of Carpinteri's brittleness number introduced initially for isotropic materials (Carpinteri, 1982) . It can be observed from Fig 4 that the energy criterion curves shift upward with increasing γ . This is due to the fact that the values of the critical strain predicted by the energy criterion are actually directly proportional to γ (cf. Garcia et al, 2014) . This can be viewed as a size effect where the predicted critical strain is inversely proportional to the square root of the transverse layer thickness 90 t . Table 1 . Elastic properties and thickness of composite laminates.
Carbon/epoxy (Zhang, Fan and Soutis, 1992a) In the discrete formulation, doubling of the relative crack density is assumed, i.e.
The assumption of doubling the number of cracks is also used in Garrett and Bailey (1977) , Nairn (2000) and Leguillon et al (2017) . Thus, for any given crack density
, the discrete energy criterion estimates conditions for doubling that crack density. In contrast, the continuous energy criterion estimates conditions, under which, for any given mc D , just one new crack would appear. Both criteria predict an increase in the transverse crack density with the applied strain as expected, with the curve for the continuous formulation of the energy criterion lying between the curves for the discrete formulation (expressed as a function of the initial and final crack density). This has been proved in Appendix A and is a very relevant result because it explains why the continuous formulation of related approaches, widely used in the literature, see e.g. Hashin (1996) , obtains a good agreement with experiments despite the inherent discrete nature of the process. In addition, as has been also proved in Appendix A, for small values of the relative crack density the two energy criteria are very close in their predictions, however as the crack density becomes larger they diverge from one another.
To clarify the relationship between the discrete and continuous formulation, some possible crack density evolution according to the discrete formulation for different initial values of the crack density are plotted in Figure 6 . As can be noticed the two curves corresponding to the discrete formulation represents the boundary of a region which encloses the possible paths for crack density progression. As can be observed these possible paths depend strongly on the initial crack density.
Thus, the entire region between the two curves should be taken for prediction purposes. In this context, the continuous formulation, used in other works applying only the energy criterion, lies here in the middle of the region of possible states. When applying the Coupled Criterion of FFM, the energy criterion is combined with the stress criterion. According to Leguillon's hypothesis (Leguillon, 2002) , the fracture event (in this case, the evolution of crack density) is governed by the more restrictive of the stress and energy criteria in each situation (in this case, for each value of the damage parameter Table 1 . We observe that for brittleness numbers 2 . 0 = γ (Fig. 7a) , 6 . 0 = γ (Fig. 7b) , and
( Fig. 7c) , the coupled criterion is dominated by the stress criterion, which appears to be more restrictive for the three material systems. However, for example, when 4 . 1 = γ (Fig. 7d) (Fig. 7f) , the coupled criterion is dominated by the energy criterion for the three material systems. Table 1 . The reason for this is that in this situation the failure is governed by the stress criterion. Comparison with experimental data of Nairn (2000) Nairn (2000) plots crack density (in 1/mm) as a function of stress. To enable a preliminary comparison with our predictions, which show relative crack density as a function of normalized applied strain, we assume that stresses in Nairn's (2000) curves correspond to the applied stress (i.e. applied force divided by the total cross-sectional area of the specimen). The change is carried out using Eqn. (16). The strength data for AS4/3506-1 are from Soden et al. (1998) . 
Concluding remarks
A new model to predict crack density evolution in cross-ply laminates subjected to tension is presented. Closed-form expressions for the evaluation of the criteria involved are provided thanks to the combination of the Equivalent Constraint Model and the Coupled Criterion of the Finite Fracture Mechanics. In addition this model can be evaluated using only some material properties which can be easily measured using well established standards as the typical elastic properties, transverse strength and transverse fracture toughness.
It should be mentioned that for analysis of multiple matrix cracking in cross-ply laminate, the Coupled Criterion of FFM, combined here with the ECM, can be also used with any other method for stress analysis and released energy evaluation, for example, with variational approaches such as Nairn's (2000) or finite element modelling such as in Leguillon et al. (2017) , Li and Leguillon (2017) .
The discrete formulation of the energy criterion, with the assumption of doubling crack density lead to similar step-wise predictions of crack density evolution with the applied strain as presented by Leguillon et al. (2017) . All possible paths for crack density progression have been demonstrated to be enclosed by the two curves of the discrete energy which are referred to the initial and the final crack density. Thus, the region of possible states between the two curves should be a good prediction.
The first comparison with experiments shows a good agreement except for low values of the crack density, likely due to the presence of defects generating premature transverse cracking leading to initially somewhat irregular crack distribution. This could be solved by including the effect of randomness in strength and fracture properties. In addition, in this paper, we assumed that matrix cracks are spaced uniformly, however, in reality this is not always the case. Small variations in the uniformity of crack distribution should not affect the predictions, but in general the effect of randomness needs to be taken into account when predicting initiation of matrix, see Li and Wisnom (1997) , Wisnom (2000) . However a new model including the randomness effect would require additional material properties which need extensive test campaigns. This fact would reduce the usability of the model proposed.
research.
Appendix A. Proof of the relation between the different energy criteria
The objective of this appendix is to show the relationship between the different curves representing the energy criteria in Figure 5 . The curve corresponding to the energy criterion in the continuous formulation, Eqn. (31), is given by the derivative of the dimensionless strain energy (1- Figure A1 the slope of the tangent (giving the continuous formulation of the energy criterion) lies between the slopes of the two secants (giving the two curves for the discrete formulation) due to the convexity of the curve. As a consequence the curve corresponding to the continuous formulation of the energy criterion lies between the two curves of the discrete formulation as can be observed in Figure 5 . In addition, for lower values of the crack density the difference between the slopes will be lower because the jumps and the curvature will be smaller. Thus, the three curves tend to the same point for vanishing crack density as can be observed in Figure 5 . Figure A1 . Dimensionless strain energy as a function of the normalized crack density.
